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Abstract

Jawed vertebrate species (Gnathostomata) are all characterized by an adaptive immune
system based on B and T cells along with the huge diversity and specificity of their
antigen receptors, the immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies and the T-cell receptors
(TCRs), respectively. The availability of genome assemblies of many species has
recently provided valuable information on the complexity and diversity of teleost
germline IG loci. The development of deep sequencing technologies has also favored
a growing interest for immunoglobulin repertoires, to address basic questions about
immune mechanisms in teleost or applied concerns such as the identification of molec-
ular markers of protection after vaccination. This work provides an overview on the
germline configuration of teleost IG loci, IG repertoire studies, and recent findings on IG
functional roles in this group of vertebrates.
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Abbreviations

IG Immunoglobulin
TCR T-cell receptor
BCR B-cell receptor
IGH Immunoglobulin Heavy chain
IGL Immunoglobulin Light chain
C Constant
V Variable

7.1 Introduction

The emergence of vertebrates was accompanied by major morphological and functional
innovations, such as the development of an adaptive immune system (Flajnik and Du
Pasquier 2004). In jawed vertebrates (Gnathostomata), including bony fish (superclass
Osteichthyes), the adaptive immune system relies on B and T cells and on the huge
diversity and specificity of their antigen receptors, the immunoglobulins (IG) or antibodies,
and the T-cell receptors (TCR), respectively (Cooper and Alder 2006; Flajnik 2018).

IGs are produced by B lymphocytes, either as a secretory form (antibody) or as a
membrane form (B-cell receptor). As described in humans or mice, they constitute a key
factor for fish-specific immunity and for the protection afforded by vaccines. The
mechanisms underlying the humoral immunity mediated by IGs include opsonization of
pathogens to be eliminated by phagocytes, neutralization of toxins and viruses, and
activation of the complement cascade (Magadan et al. 2015; Mashoof and Criscitiello
2016). The canonical IG structure is a tetramer that consists of two identical heavy
(H) chains and two identical light (L) chains. Both H and L chains contain one
N-terminal variable domains (VH or VL) and one or more C-terminal constant domains
that form the constant region (CH or CL) and define the isotypes. The variable region that
engages the antigen is formed by one VH and one VL domain. So, one IG molecule has two
antigen-binding sites, which can recognize the cognate antigen in its native form. Constant
regions consist of constant domains of both IGH and IGL as well. While IGL have one CL
domain, the number of constant domains of IGH chain vary among different immunoglob-
ulin classes and species. Interestingly, the domains that comprise the constant regions
mediate effector functions of the antibody molecule (Sun et al. 2020). As shown in this
chapter, the availability of genome assemblies of many species has provided much
information on the IGH and IGL chain gene loci in teleost fish.

Compared to mammals, teleosts have slower antibody-mediated responses, only three
classes have been described (IgM, IgD, and IgT), and they do not present immunoglobulin
class switching. Moreover, there is a considerable debate on whether the IG affinity
maturation and clonal selection during B-cell responses in fish (extended to ectothermic
vertebrates) are less efficient compared to mammals (Magor 2015), likely because
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microenvironments do not allow the fast and powerful selection of cells expressing high
affinity antibodies as in mammals (Fillatreau et al. 2013; Magadan et al. 2015). However,
further studies are required to confirm this hypothesis. The teleost immune system is
adapted to particular anatomical and physiological constraints. Therefore, features
conserved in common ancestors of fish and mammals are likely to be essential, while
other characteristics may represent teleost-specific original solutions. The aim of this
chapter is to present an overview of the different IGs expressed by teleost, considering
the germline configuration of teleost IG loci and the application of new approaches such as
new generation sequencing to decipher the dynamics of the humoral adaptive immune
response in teleost. Recent studies that shed light on the functional role of teleost IG classes
are also discussed.

7.2 IG Loci

Bony fishes are classified into lobe-finned fishes (Sarcopterygii) and ray-finned fishes
(Actinopterygii). Lobe-finned fishes include the coelacanth and lungfish, which are con-
sidered to be the closest living species of the land vertebrates (Shan and Gras 2011).
Ray-finned fishes include the infraclass Teleostei, which comprises 95% of extant fish
species (approximately 35,000 species) (Fricke et al. 2020), and they account for more than
half of all extant vertebrate species. The success of this infraclass, along with their ability to
thrive in a wide range of ecological niches, suggests that teleost species developed an
immune arsenal to counter pathogen and environmental challenges.

Research on the immune system of fish has generally been limited by the lack of
reagents suitable for classical cellular immunology research. However, complete genome
sequences are now available for many species, allowing thorough analysis of immune
mechanisms. In particular, a cycle of tetraploidization and rediploidization occurred during
the early evolution of fish. The genome diversity was further increased by lineage-specific
events of genome duplication and/or contraction. All these genome remodeling processes
affected genes involved in the immune system, such as the major histocompatibility
complex or immunoglobulin genes (Bradshaw and Valenzano 2020; Malmstrøm et al.
2016). A deep knowledge about the structure of IG loci (and T-cell receptor gene loci as
well) is essential to comprehend the adaptive immune response developed against antigens
in a given species. Furthermore, teleost fish can be considered a good model for compara-
tive studies between distant living groups. They can provide clues about the primordial
immune system of extinct vertebrates, and new insights into the functional development of
adaptive immune systems throughout vertebrate evolution.

The structure of bony fish IGH loci follows the general pattern found in most
vertebrates, i.e., the translocon organization, with a large region containing all IGHV
genes in 50, followed by several D, J, and then C region genes at the 30 end (Fig. 7.1).
However, the genomic organization of teleost IGL loci is quite different. They are arranged
in multiclusters of VL, JL, and CL region segments: (VL–JL–CL)n or (VL–VL–JL–CL)n
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(Bengtén and Wilson 2015; Ghaffari and Lobb 1993, 1999; Magadán-Mompó et al. 2013;
Rego et al. 2020a). Thus, bony fishes possess a chimeric gene organization for the H- and
L-chain genes (Flajnik 2002; Sun et al. 2020).

Comparative analysis of IG loci structure in closely related species, and different lines or
stock, provides information about IG loci variation that may have significant implications
for practical issues in aquaculture. In addition, these analyses may also elucidate the
mechanisms of gene conversion, somatic hypermutation, and memory in these species
and during vertebrate evolution. Furthermore, the development of high-throughput DNA
sequencing technologies has enabled large-scale characterization of functional antibody
repertoires in human and mice. This way of understanding protective and pathogenic
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Fig. 7.1 Schematic structure of the genomic organization of IGH loci in representative vertebrate
species. The schemes are not drawn to scale and depict only the genomic configuration of V (black
boxes), D and J (light gray boxes), and CH gene segments. The number of IGHV, D, and J gene
segments are not indicated, and except for chicken, functional V and pseudo V (ψV) segments are not
distinguished. Different CH genes are represented as different colored boxes: IGHM (light blue),
IGHD (purple), IGHT (orange), IGHX (light green), IGHY (dark green), IGHA (yellow), IGHG (dark
blue), and IGHE (brown). The pseudo CH genes are indicated by a ψ. The CH genes with the
opposite transcriptional orientation to the whole gene locus are indicated as an arrow. In Atlantic
salmon, both iso loci (IGHA and IGHB) are represented. (Asterisk) IGHF has been only identified in
Xenopus laevis
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immune responses has started to develop in teleost species, reflecting a growing interest for
an accurate and comprehensive description of the antibody-mediated response.

7.2.1 IGH Locus

The immunoglobulin heavy chain determines the antibody effector function, and also
contributes to the antibody diversity. Thus, the structure of IGH locus has a relevant effect
on the adaptive immune response for any species. Previous works have characterized the
IGH locus structure in teleost species, which are used as animal models in biomedicine,
such as zebrafish (Danio rerio) (Danilova et al. 2005), or in ecological and evolutionary
research, like medaka (Oryzias latipes) (Magadán-Mompó et al. 2011), three-spined
stickleback (Gasterosteus acuelatus) (Bao et al. 2010; Gambón-Deza et al. 2010), tur-
quoise killifish (Nothobranchius furzeri), and southern platyfish (Xiphophorus maculatus)
(Bradshaw and Valenzano 2020). The IGH loci have been also elucidated in a number of
fish species relevant for the aquaculture industry, i.e., rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus
mykiss) (Hansen et al. 2005; Magadan et al. 2019b), fugu (Takifugu rubripes) (Fu et al.
2015), and Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) (Yasuike et al. 2010). These characterizations
have revealed remarkable diversity in the size and structure of teleost IGH loci (Bengtén
and Wilson 2015; Bradshaw and Valenzano 2020). However, the number of studied IGH
loci are very low compared to the total evolutionary diversity of teleost, and are mainly
focused on major aquaculture species and established research models.

In all studied bony fish, the IGH locus is organized in translocon configuration. This
IGH configuration is characterized by multiple tandemly organized IGHV, D, and J gene
segments, followed by a series of IGHC genes, encoding diverse H chain isotypes or
subclasses associated with different effector functions (Fig. 7.1). It was initially thought
that the IGH locus in teleosts was a simplified version of the translocon IGH locus found in
mammals. However, research in teleost fishes has revealed a remarkable degree of diversity
in the length and organization (Bengtén and Wilson 2015; Fillatreau et al. 2013). After the
discovery of the IgZ/T in zebrafish (Danilova et al. 2005) and rainbow trout (Hansen et al.
2005), the overall organizations of the IGH locus in teleosts have been better understood.
Three sets of CH exons define the three Ig classes encoded by isotypes μ, δ, and τ/ζ. As in
mammals, IgM and IgD are coproduced through alternative splicing of a long pre-mRNA
containing the VDJ region, the Cμ exons and the Cδ exons. IgT/Z is encoded by an
additional Dτ-Jτ-Cτ cluster located in the 50 regions of the IGHD and IGHJ gene segments
of Igμ and Igδ in zebrafish (Danilova et al. 2005) and stickleback (Bao et al. 2010;
Gambón-Deza et al. 2010) or inserted within the IGHV segments close to IGHM-IGHD
genes, as in rainbow trout (Hansen et al. 2005; Magadan et al. 2019a, b) and Atlantic
salmon (Yasuike et al. 2010). This IGH configuration has led to the evolution of a distinct
B-cell lineage in addition to IgM, which expresses IgT/Z (Danilova et al. 2005; Hansen
et al. 2005; Salinas et al. 2011). However, all three classes (IgM, IgD, and IgT/Z) when
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expressed from a unique IGH locus can use the same set of IGHV genes, which can
rearrange either to DHτ or Dμ/δ. (Fig. 7.1).

The number of IGH loci are quite variable among fish species. Among salmonids,
Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout possess two IGH isoloci (IGHA and IGHB), due to the
tetraploidization of Salmonidae (Hansen et al. 2005; Yasuike et al. 2010). Two IgM
isotypes were found in Atlantic salmon and brown trout (Salmo trutta), while it has been
suggested through gel filtration analysis that rainbow trout possesses a single IgM (Hordvik
2002), suggesting that one of the two isoloci may be nonfunctional. However, the annota-
tion of IGH loci using Atlantic salmon and rainbow trout assembly genomes resulted in the
presence of two functional IGHM genes in both species (Magadan et al. 2019b). Authors
found eight IGHT genes in Atlantic salmon, which were previously described by Yasuike
et al. (2010), and three IGHT genes in rainbow trout, but only two of them are functional.
These results are not in line with the three IgT subclasses previously reported in rainbow
trout (Zhang et al. 2017). Nevertheless, it is important to note that different sequencing
technologies (Illumina, PacBio long reads, etc.) can be used for genome sequencing, which
likely affects the quality of the genome assembly and may generate sequencing gaps and
artifacts that have to be clarified by further studies.

Only one IGH locus has been identified in zebrafish (Danilova et al. 2005), in torafugu
(Fu et al. 2015), in turquoise killifish, and southern platyfish (Bradshaw and Valenzano
2020). In other species like channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus), medaka (Magadán-
Mompó et al. 2011), and three-spined stickleback (Bao et al. 2010; Gambón-Deza et al.
2010), tandem duplications of the IGH locus have been found (Fig. 7.1). Interestingly, no
IGHT gene (or transcript) has been found in channel catfish, medaka (Bengtén et al. 2006;
Magadán-Mompó et al. 2011). A recent comparative analysis performed in 12 genomes
from species belonging to Cyprinidontiformes suggests that the IGHT gene has undergone
duplication and convergent loss in the course of cyprinodontiform evolution (Bradshaw
and Valenzano 2020). This work, in addition to confirm the IGHT absence in medaka, has
identified other teleost that appears to lack IGHT constant regions, such as the N. furzeri
and, two fresh water species used in aquariums, Aphyosemion australe and
Nothobranchius orthonotus. All these results demonstrate the remarkable plasticity of the
IGH locus across evolutionary time.

In addition to such diverse numbers of IGH loci, the structure of different IGH constant
genes also shows a remarkable plasticity among teleosts. While the six-exon genomic
structure of the IGHM constant region (four CH, and two transmembrane TM exons) is
highly conserved across the jawed vertebrates, with similar configurations observed in
mammals, teleosts, and elasmobranchs (Flajnik 2018; Sun et al. 2020), IGHD and IGHT
genes have undergone repeated duplications and deletions in the course of teleost evolu-
tion. For instances, Cδ2-Cδ3-Cδ4 domains are repeated four times in zebrafish, three in
catfish, and twice in Atlantic salmon and Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus)
(Fillatreau et al. 2013; Yasuike et al. 2010). A different structure has been reported in
Atlantic cod (Gadus morhua) with two duplicated Cδ1-Cδ2 separated by a short exon, and
followed by Cδ7 (Fillatreau et al. 2013). The rainbow trout IgD gene is also particular: the
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configuration, Cδ1–Cδ2a–Cδ3a–Cδ4a–Cδ2b–Cδ7, seems to be the result of a first dupli-
cation of Cδ2–Cδ4 followed by deletion of the Cδ3–Cδ6 domains (Hansen et al. 2005). In
other species, including Japanese flounder (Olive flounder) and three-spined stickleback,
there is no Cδ duplication (Bengtén and Wilson 2015; Hirono et al. 2003). Interestingly, in
catfish and takifugu, there are two different genes that encode the membrane IgD and the
secreted IgD (Aparicio et al. 2002; Bengtén et al. 2002; Bengtén and Wilson 2015; Edholm
et al. 2010). Based on these studies, we can speculate that the different IgD structures
observed in a variety of species may have specific effector functions by adapting to the
specific immune environments.

Different number of CH exons have been also identified in IGHT genes: four CH exons
are found in most species (Danilova et al. 2005; Hansen et al. 2005; Yasuike et al. 2010),
whereas the three-spined stickleback has three (Bao et al. 2010; Gambón-Deza et al. 2010)
and fugu two (Aparicio et al. 2002). In carp (Cyprinus carpio), the secreted IgT/Z appears
to be a chimera with a variable region and two constant domains, a Cμ1 domain and a Cτ/ζ
domain (Savan et al. 2005). While the number of C domains differ among species, it is
worthy to note that Cτ/ζ1 (Cμ1 in the carp IgT/chimera) and Cτ/ζ4 seem to be conserved
(Bradshaw and Valenzano 2020; Gambón-Deza et al. 2010). If additional C domains may
provide different functional proprieties, is a question to be resolved.

Alternative splicing of pre-mRNAs may contribute to an additional level of IGH
isotypic variation in fish. In mice and humans, membranes versus secreted IgM H chains
are typically produced from the same pre-mRNA through alternative splicing. A secreted
Igμ transcript is produced when the mRNA is cleaved and polyadenylated between the
constant region domain Cμ4 and the TM exons, and a membrane Igμ transcript is made if a
cryptic splice site located within Cμ4 is spliced to the acceptor site of the TM1 exon. In fish,
membrane Ig μ transcripts have the TM exons spliced to the donor site located at the 30 end
of the Cμ3 exon, hence lack the last Cμ domain that is present in the secreted IgM forms
(Hikima et al. 2011). Exceptions to this rule have been found in different species, including
Antarctic Notothenioids fish (Coscia et al. 2010). Transcripts which encode transmembrane
IgM with only one or two CH domains have been reported in zebrafish (Hu et al. 2011) and
medaka (Magadán-Mompó et al. 2011).

7.2.2 IGL Loci

To date, in all studied vertebrate species, with the exception of chickens, ducks, and snakes,
more than one immunoglobulin light chain isotype can be found (Das et al. 2010; Gambón-
Deza et al. 2012; Lundqvist et al. 2006). The conventional classification of IGL into kappa
and lambda isotypes was initially designated as a means to classify mammalian IgL
(Edelman and Poulik 1961). Over the years, additional isotypes have been described, and
the classification system groups all vertebrate IGLs into four main ancestral branches:
kappa (mammalian κ, elasmobranch type III/NS4, teleost L1/L3/F/G, Xenopus ρ), lambda
(mammalian λ, elasmobranch type II/NS3), sigma (Xenopus σ, teleost L2, elasmobranch
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type IV), and sigma-2 (elasmobranch type I/NS5, variant sigma-type in coelacanth).
However, this classification can be modified when new vertebrate genomes are analyzed.
A new clustering was proposed by Guselnikov et al. (2018), concluding that there were five
ancient IGL isotypes (kappa, lambda, lambda-2, sigma, and sigma-2) which evolved
differentially in various lineages of jawed vertebrates.

At first, it was very unclear to establish a relationship between teleost IgL isotypes and
the mammalian κ and λ chains so, the nomenclature found in the literature is diverse and in
some bony fish species they were named in order of discovery. Finally, a comprehensive
phylogenetic analysis of different vertebrate VL and CL regions suggests that previously
named L1 and L3 chains are κ orthologous (Criscitiello and Flajnik 2007) and the teleost
L2 immunoglobulin light chains are σ orthologous (Partula et al. 1996). According to this,
the teleost IGLs have been subdivided into σ-like (previous L2) and two groups of κ-like
chains (L1/κG and L3/κF). The lambda chain isotype was thought to be lost in the teleosts
until its characterization in channel catfish, Atlantic cod, and rainbow trout (Edholm et al.
2009). Furthermore, a recent phylogenetic analysis of extended IGL datasets indicates that
teleostean lambda orthologs actually represent a distinct isotype designated as lambda-
2 (Guselnikov et al. 2018). This isotype is also present in holostean and polypterid fish,
which suggests its emergence before the radiation of ray-finned fish (see Table 7.1).

To date, the κ, λ (or λ-2), and σ isotypes identified in teleosts have been found to exist on
different chromosomes in a cluster assemblage, it means multiple VL-JL-CL units (Bao
et al. 2010; Daggfeldt et al. 1993; Edholm et al. 2011; Zimmerman et al. 2011, 2008). In a
genome wide study, such clusters have been found in five different chromosomes in
zebrafish (Zimmerman et al. 2011). Interestingly, recombination between clusters was
reported in this species, which might offer a greater potential combinatorial diversity. A
characterization of the fugu IGL genomic loci and southern blot analysis has shown a
minimum of 12 clusters (classified as kappa and sigma) spread on three different
chromosomes (Fu et al. 2017). Interestingly, a recent genomic analysis using nine rainbow
trout lines revealed that kappa, lambda, and sigma light chain isotypes are present in all
trout lines studied, with highly conserved constant region nucleotide sequences (Rego et al.
2020b). However, the authors detected differences between the trout lines in the number
and size of clusters (mainly sigma-like) that could affect humoral immune responses. In
addition, the presence of multiple clusters on one or more chromosomes also indicates that
cluster duplication and expansions likely played a major role in the generation of antibody
diversity in teleost fishes.

Regardless of the diversity in number or length of teleost IGL loci, the genomic
organization is almost conserved. In the kappa locus (L1 and L3), the V segments are in
opposite transcriptional orientation as for the J and C segments, which implies that the VJ
arrangement happens rather by inversion than deletion. While the sigma (L2) and lambda
gen clusters present V segments in same orientation. One exception is the stickleback (Bao
et al. 2010), with σ clusters in which the 30VL segment is in opposite polarity. This
difference in genomic configuration would imply diverse mechanisms for generating
antibody diversity.
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7.3 Immunoglobulin Repertoires in Teleost

An organism is exposed to a huge diversity of antigens, and the generation of different IG
receptors required to specifically recognize them is the result of multiple processes that
happen before and after antigen recognition. The germline structure of IGH and IGL loci
provides the basic pieces from which the IG is assembled, and the diversity is generated.
The theoretical diversity of the IG repertoire is a result of a number of different stages in the
development of the B cell, and of the gene segments selection and assembly mechanisms
therein. Briefly, the IG loci are subject to genomic rearrangements of variable (V), joining
(J), diversity (D) gene segments, which along with the allelic exclusion, lead to the
expression of a unique antigen receptor by each lymphocyte (Hozumi and Tonegawa

Table 7.1 Vertebrate IGL chains. This table is adapted from Guselnikov et al. (2018)

Taxon Species κ λ σ σ-2
Cartilaginous
fish

Nurse shark NS4 NS3 Type
IV/σ

NS5/σ-cart

HHorned shark Type III Type
II

Type
IV/σ

Type
I/σ-cart

EElephant shark κ λ σ σ0/σ-prime
Lobe-finned
fish

African
coelacanth

κ λ σ σ-2

Teleosts Rainbow trout Type 1, type 3/L1,
L3/κF, κG

λa Type
2/L2

Catfish Type 1, type 3/F, G λa Type
2/L2

Atlantic cod Type 1, type 3/L1, L3 λa Type
2/L2

Zebrafish Type 1, type 3/L1, L3 Type
2/L2

Common carp Type 1, type 3/L1A,
L1B, L3

Type
2/L2

Amphibians African clawed
frog

L1/ρ Type
III

L2/σ

Reptiles Sea green turtle κ λ σ-2
Anole lizard κ λ
Asian glass
lizard

λ

Chinese
alligator

κ λ

Birds λ
Mammals κ λ
aGuselnikov et al. propose a new isotype, the lambda-2
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1976; Tonegawa 1983). The V(D)J junction is not exact, and the deletion and insertion of
nucleotides at the joint region are commonly observed. This process, along with the pairing
of heavy and light chains forming the IG, results in a vast repertoire of B cells bearing
structurally diverse receptors (potentially >108 sequences in zebrafish, and >1013 in
humans) for specific antigen recognition. During the immune response, each lymphocyte
produces a clone of cells specific to one antigenic motif and expressed IG receptors may
diversify further by the process of gene hypermutation. Thus, the collection of IG
sequences within an organism, also known as the immunoglobulin repertoire, reflect the
current state of the humoral adaptive immune system of an animal. Moreover, the changes
generated in response to external (i.e., vaccines or pathogens) or internal (i.e., aging)
immune challenges, are also depicted.

The development of high-throughput sequencing protocols to analyze the immunoglob-
ulin rearrangements expressed in a lymphocyte population overcomes the previous techni-
cal limitations that only allowed the analysis of small fractions of B-lineage lymphocytes
(Chaudhary andWesemann 2018; Pabst et al. 2015; Turchaninova et al. 2016). Sequencing
of adaptive immune receptor repertoires (IGs and TCRs) may elucidate the highly complex
adaptive immune response in teleost. The analysis of immune repertoire sequences and
their quantitative composition on a nucleotide-level within and across individuals shed
light on the dynamics of adaptive immune cells in healthy conditions or during an immune
response.

The analysis of IG repertoire by Weinstein et al. (2009) reported that in adult naive
zebrafish, where the total number of antibody-producing B cells are less than half million
(a small number compared to an estimated 1012 cells in humans), a large portion of
potential VDJ rearrangements is indeed present in the available IgM repertoire. The
number of unique VDJ sequences for IgM were estimated between 1200 and 3500 per
fish, most of them were presented at low frequency, and a few of them were found to be
highly abundant. Using the same animal model and sequencing technology Jiang et al.
(2011), described the structure of zebrafish IG repertoire across development. At early
stage (2 weeks old fish), authors found a highly stereotyped state with preferential use of a
small number of V, D, and J gene segment combinations, and frequent VDJ combinations
shared between different fish. This stereotypy decreases dramatically as the zebrafish
mature. Authors suggest that the main process that causes differentiation between adult
repertoires is apparently random clonal expansion. In both studies, RNA was obtained from
full organisms, but results should be treated with caution as it cannot be stated that the
complete IG repertoire was characterized. Thus, RNA capture efficiency, sequencing depth
(the platform used was 454 sequencing), the accuracy of IGH locus annotation, and the fact
that there are no data about IGL chain or IGHD chain data, and further efforts are required
to achieve this challenge.

Deeper sequencing platforms (mainly Illumina technology) with outputs ranging from
15Gb and 25 million reads (Illumina MiSeq) to 6000Gb and 20 billion reads (NovaSeq) are
currently available. This technology is applied to decipher the humoral adaptive immune
response in important species for aquaculture, such as Atlantic salmon, rainbow trout, and
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takifugu (Castro et al. 2013; Fu et al. 2018; Krasnov et al. 2017; Magadan et al. 2018). A
common feature is the presence of identical heavy chain sequences among several fishes, as
described in mouse or human (Galson et al. 2015). This observation indicates that
repertoires are not simply determined by equally likely random rearrangements of IG V
(D)J gene segments. Thus, certain receptors might be shared between unchallenged
controls simply due to their high generation probability.

The analysis of IG repertoires from virus-immunized rainbow trout showed
modifications that persist at least for 5 months, with expanded public and private
clonotypes (Castro et al. 2013; Magadan et al. 2018). Analysis of trout public responses
suggested that repeated immunizations with a heterologous antigen do not lead to a
significant attrition of pre-existing responding B cells specific for the primary vaccination
(Navelsaker et al. 2019). Same technology was recently applied to characterize the nasal
B-cell repertoire in rainbow trout, in which well-organized mucosal-associated lymphoid
structures such as tonsils and adenoids are absent (Sepahi and Salinas 2016; Tacchi et al.
2014). In rainbow trout, nasal IgM and IgT repertoires comprise both low frequency and
highly expanded clonotypes, being the nasal IgT repertoire dominated by expanded
clonotypes Magadan et al. 2019a, b). Interestingly, these characteristics are reminiscent
of those described for IgM and IgA mucosal repertoires in humans and mice (Holtmeier
2000; Lindner et al. 2012, 2015).

New teleost genome assemblies are coming, and they will provide a rich source of
knowledge for the comparative immunology community, to address the mechanisms of
gene conversion, somatic hypermutation, and memory in these species and during verte-
brate evolution. In this sense, data available for Atlantic salmon have been recently used to
establish a unique and consistent standardized nomenclature of salmonid IGH genes. These
efforts led to the elaboration of a sequence reference directory at the international ImMu-
noGeneTics information system (IMGT, www.imgt.org) that allows the accurate annota-
tion of rainbow trout and Atlantic salmon IG deep sequencing data (Magadan et al. 2019b).
However, the full assembly and annotation of IG remain challenging, and more efforts are
required to improve accuracy of annotation of adaptive immune receptor repertoire dataset
generated by high-throughput sequencing, and to facilitate comparisons between studies
and species. Furthermore, most bioinformatics tools for decoding immune receptor
repertoires data have been developed for human and mice, and they have to be adapted
to other models of interest, such as teleost.

7.4 Teleost Ig Classes: An Overview on Functional Roles

Compared to mammals, a smaller number of antibody classes have been reported in lower
vertebrates. In cartilaginous fish, three heavy chain isotypes have been detected, which lead
three IG classes: IgM, IgD/W, and IgNAR (Bengtén andWilson 2015). In teleost fish, three
different Ig classes have been identified: IgM, IgD, and IgT/Z. However, not every class is
expressed in each fish species studied (Bengtén and Wilson 2015; Fillatreau et al. 2013).
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Furthermore, the antibody classes expressed in the few extant species of lobe-finned bony
fish seem to be different from those found in ray-finned bony fish. No IgT/Z has been
identified in the African lungfish (Protopterus annectens and Protopterus aethiopicus),
and both IgM and IgT/Z seem to be absent in the African coelacanth (Latimeria
chalumnae) (Amemiya et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2014).

7.4.1 IgM

The IgM class has long been considered the most ancient and was the first Ig class
identified in fish. It can be expressed at the surface of B cells or secreted. Secreted
tetrameric IgM is the most prevalent serum Ig in fish (Flajnik 2018, 2002), with a
concentration between 800 and 9000 μg/mL (Uchida et al. 2000). While in mammals the
IgM is mainly secreted as a pentameric form, teleost IgM is a tetramer apparently formed in
the absence of the Ig joining (J) chains. These IgM tetramers are secreted at systemic and
mucosal level (Elcombe et al. 1985). They are found in different oxidation states that
depend on the degree of interdisulfide bond formation among the IgM monomers (Kaattari
et al. 1998; Ye et al. 2013). Variability in the degree of inter-heavy chain disulfide
polymerization has been observed in more than 15 species (Bromage et al. 2004; Dacanay
et al. 2006; Kaattari et al. 1998; Morrison and Nowak 2001; Uchida et al. 2000).

In rainbow trout, the simultaneous structural analyses of mucosal and systemic
antibodies (Bromage et al. 2006), suggested that mucosal IgM has considerably less
disulfide polymerization than serum IgM. Additional studies also reported that antigen-
binding affinity and the Ig half-life are associated with levels of polymerization (Kaattari
et al. 2002; Ye et al. 2010). Via an in vitro antigen-driven selection experiment, Ye et al.
(2011) shown that the BCR affinity for the inducing antigen affects to post-translational
modification that results in both increased polymerization and glycosylation. These authors
proposed an integrated model where the antigen-sensitive B lymphocyte operates as an
affinity-based transducer, enabling each B cell to modulate the structure of its antibody in
order to optimally suit its function with its affinity for the inducing antigen (Ye et al. 2011).
The effector functions activated by fish IgM include complement activation, antibody-
dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC), and phagocytosis through effector cells (Lobb
and Hayman 1989; Mashoof and Criscitiello 2016; Shen et al. 2003). Several studies also
reported serum and mucosal noncovalently associated IgM monomers in different fish
species, such as the grouper, Epinephelus itaira, the sheepshead, Archosargus
probatocephalus, and rainbow trout, O. mykiss (Clem 1971; Clem and McLean 1975;
Lobb and Clem 1981; Lobb and William Clem 1981). However, further research is
required to shed light on monomeric IgM functionality.
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7.4.2 IgT

In 2005, a new teleost fish immunoglobulin isotype was identified. In rainbow trout, this Ig
was named IgT (Hansen et al. 2005), whereas in zebrafish it was called IgZ (Danilova et al.
2005). This Ig has been identified in most of studied teleost fish, except in medaka
(Magadán-Mompó et al. 2011), in channel catfish (Bengtén et al. 2006), and in turquoise
killifish (Bradshaw and Valenzano 2020). The recent analysis of genomes from 10 species
belonging to Cyprinodontiformes order also suggests the absence of IGHZ/T exons in
A. austral or N. orthonotus (Bradshaw and Valenzano 2020). These results need further
confirmation when higher-quality genome sequences from these two species are available.

Most research on IgT has been developed in rainbow trout. In this host, at least three
subclasses are expressed (Zhang et al. 2017). At transcriptional level, IgT1 subclass is
expressed both in mucosal and systemic lymphoid tissues; IgT2 seems to be mainly
expressed in systemic lymphoid organs. Zhang et al. (2017) reported IgT3 protein in
rainbow trout serum level. Previous studies performed by Oriol Sunyer and collaborators
(Zhang et al. 2010), provided a detailed characterization of rainbow trout IgT and revealed
its function in mucosal immunity. It was shown that while plasma IgT is a monomeric Ig
(~180 kDa), gut mucus IgT is polymeric (4–5 monomers) formed in absence of J chain. In
the same study, a previously unknown IgT+ IgM- IgD- B-cell lineage was identified. This
B-cell subset constitutes the first vertebrate B-cell lineage devoid of surface IgD expres-
sion. In addition, authors identified a polymeric Ig receptor in rainbow trout (tpIgR) whose
putative secretory component was found associated with gut mucus but not serum IgT and
IgM (Zhang et al. 2010). This result strongly suggested that like in mammals, pIgR in fish
is involved in the transport of polymeric IgT and IgM from the mucosal epithelium into the
gut lumen.

Although IgA is absent in lower-jawed vertebrates, a series of studies showed that
amphibians and bony fish express specialized mucosal antibody isotypes (IgX in amphib-
ian, and IgT/Z in bony fish), independently, by convergent evolution (Du et al. 2012;
Mussmann et al. 1996). In this sense, IgT represents the most ancient vertebrate mucosal Ig
identified to date. Its concentration in serum is much lower, approximately 1000 times less,
than that of IgM, but in mucus the IgT/IgM ratio is almost 100 times higher than in serum.
Results reported in different studies show that secreted IgT is highly induced at mucosal
surfaces by pathogens and vaccines (Buchmann 2020; Magadan et al. 2019a, b; Tacchi
et al. 2014; Xu et al. 2013, 2016; Yu et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2010). In addition, secreted
IgT seems to be the predominant Ig isotype coating a large portion of the fish microbiota
(Xu et al. 2016, 2020). A recent study, Xu et al. (2020) have shed more light on the
specialization of secreted Igs in protection of mucosal tissues from pathogens and, in the
establishment of healthy microbiota. To address this question, an elegant teleost fish
(rainbow trout) model was developed, in which the secreted IgT in adult fish was selec-
tively depleted with the injection of IgT monoclonal antibodies and rainbow trout antise-
rum against mice IgG. Then, authors performed the analysis of microbiome composition
and parasite infections, to evaluate the specific contribution of IgT on mucosal tissue
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homeostasis, and in the protection of fish mucosal tissues against pathogens, respectively.
In rainbow trout, the IgT depletion induced the loss of IgT-coated beneficial taxa, expan-
sion of pathobionts, tissue damage, and inflammation. In addition, an increased suscepti-
bility of fish to the mucosal parasite Ichthyophthirius multifiliis, without developing
compensatory IgM responses, was observed. These results support further the notion that
IgT and IgA are phylogenetically distant immunoglobulins that specialized in mucosal
immune responses and reveal the existence of primordially conserved principles by which
mucosal immunoglobulins control both pathogens and microbiota. Moreover, in mammals
secreted IgA seems to be less essential in control of mucosal pathogens than IgT in rainbow
trout. In patients with selective-secreted IgA deficiency, there is a modest increased
susceptibility to respiratory and intestinal infections (Yel 2010). In mammals, the class
switch recombination process, which is not present in fish, may allow different class
antibodies (i.e., IgM, IgD, and IgA) to share their antigen-binding sites. So, in
IgA-deficient individuals, there may be compensatory mechanisms mediated by IgM or
IgD that would prevent disease manifestations in some IgA-deficient individuals (Choi
et al. 2017; Yel 2010).

7.4.3 IgD

IgD was first discovered in human serum in 1965, and it was considered a recently evolved
Ig class expressed in mammals. However, IgD was found in other vertebrates, including
teleost, suggesting it may be as old as IgM (Mashoof and Criscitiello 2016; Ohta and
Flajnik 2006; Wilson et al. 1997). In 1997, bony fish IgD was identified in the channel
catfish, as Ig with a chimeric heavy chain containing a rearranged variable domain, the first
constant domain of mu (Cμ1), and seven constant domains encoded by a delta gene (Cδ)
(Wilson et al. 1997). A similar splicing pathway was retrieved in Atlantic salmon (Hordvik
2002; Hordvik et al. 1999), and in other fish species (Gambón-Deza et al. 2010; Susana
Magadán-Mompó et al. 2011; Stenvik and Jørgensen 2000; Wang et al. 2016). The
chimeric Cμ1-Cδ structure has been also described in pigs and other Artiodactyls (Zhao
et al. 2002, 2003) and may facilitate the formation of a covalent bond with the light chain.
Fish IgD differs from eutherian IgD by a large number (7–17) of Cδ domains and by the
absence of a hinge. In contrast to IgM, IgD displays marked structural plasticity, which can
be explained by different underlying mechanisms, such as diverse copy number of
IgD-codifying gene, different number of germline Cδ exons, and the expression of various
splicing forms.

The specific functions of IgD have only recently begun to be elucidated (Gutzeit et al.
2018). Interestingly, secreted form of IgD has been identified in mammals, catfish, and
trout, and its structure is different (Bengtén et al. 2006; Mountz et al. 1990; Ramirez-
Gomez et al. 2012). In humans, secreted IgD can be detected in the circulation, nasopha-
ryngeal, oral and lachrymal secretions (Chen et al. 2009; Gutzeit et al. 2018; Sun et al.
2020). Moreover, in the upper respiratory tract, the secreted IgD binds to basophils and
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mast cells, and activates these cells to produce antimicrobial, opsonizing, proinflammatory
factors. The cross-linking of basophil-bound IgD by an isotype-specific antibody triggers
the IL4 cytokine and thereafter the stimulation of B cells (Chen et al. 2009). These results
suggest that IgD orchestrates an immune surveillance system at the interface between
innate and adaptive immune systems. In 2010, Edholm et al. (2010) found that all catfish-
secreted IgD transcripts from IgM+/IgD+ and IgM!/IgD+ B cells lacked the variable
domain, and began with a leader spliced to Cδ1. The authors concluded that IgM!/IgD+ B
cells most likely expand in response to certain pathogens, and the secreted V-less IgD Fc
region may function as an innate pattern recognition molecule. These results also support
the dual nature of the IgD molecule, which may represent an early transition of the innate
pattern recognition receptors to adaptive Ig molecules.

In contrast to what was found in catfish, rainbow trout-secreted IgD is expressed with a
V domain (Ramirez-Gomez et al. 2012). The rainbow trout-secreted IgD transcripts were
found at the highest levels in the spleen, followed by the blood and gills (Ramirez-Gomez
et al. 2012). Moreover, rainbow trout-secreted IgD has been shown to coat gill microbiota,
albeit at a significantly lower level than secreted IgT, and seems to have the ability to
interact with the pIgR, which is required for its mucosal transport to the gill. This is the first
description of a pIgR being implicated in IgD secretion in a vertebrate respiratory tract
(Xu et al. 2016).

7.5 Conclusion

With very different lymphoid anatomical structures and microenvironments, teleost and
mammals provide a very good subject for comparative approaches to distinguish funda-
mental conserved properties of adaptive immunity and convergent adaptations driven by
the necessity to fight pathogens in critical tissues or at entry points. With the development
of new reagents and deep sequencing technologies, there has been substantial advancement
in our knowledge on the structural characteristics and effector functions of
immunoglobulins present in teleost. We get more insight into the plasticity of teleost IG
gene loci and repertoires. Comparative studies will provide important insights about the
interplay between environment and the evolution of the adaptive immune system in
vertebrates.
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